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Abstract
Evidence for a narrow baryon state is found in quasi-real photoproduction on a deuterium target through the deca
pK0S → pπ+π−. A peak is observed in thepK0S invariant mass spectrum at 1528± 2.6(stat)± 2.1(syst) MeV. Depending
on the background model, the naive statistical significance of the peak is 4–6 standard deviations and its width
somewhat larger than the experimental resolution ofσ = 4.3–6.2 MeV. This state may be interpreted as the predictedS = +1
exoticΘ+(uudds̄) pentaquark baryon. No signal for an hypotheticalΘ++ baryon was observed in thepK+ invariant mass
distribution. The absence of such a signal indicates that an isotensorΘ i excluded and an isovectorΘ is unlikely.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
PACS: 12.39.Mk; 13.60.-r; 13.60.Rj; 14.20.-c
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theOne of the central mysteries of hadronic phys
has been the failure to observe baryon states bey
those whose quantum numbers can be explaine
terms of three quark configurations. Exotic hadro
with manifestly more complex quark structures,
particular, exotics consisting of five quarks, we
proposed on the basis of quark and bag models [1
the early days of QCD. The hope has been that
discovery of such objects would provide new insig
into the dynamics of quark interactions in the stro
coupling regime. Although it was hypothesized [
that pentaquark systems involving heavy quarks, e
uudc̄s, offered the most promising prospects f
isolating such exotics, experimental searches car
out at FNAL [3] found no evidence for such states.
From quite a different point of view, it was note
[4,5] that the Skyrme model predicts new exotic sta
belonging to higher SU(3) representations. Using
model, Praszalowicz [6] provided the first estimate
the mass of the lightest exotic state,M ≈ 1530 MeV.
Subsequently, an exotic baryon of spin 1/2, isospin
0, and strangenessS = +1 was discussed as a fe
ture of the Chiral Quark Soliton model [5]. In th
approach [7,8] the baryons are rotational states
the soliton nucleon in spin and isospin space,
the lightest exotic baryon lies at the apex of an a
decuplet with spin 1/2, which corresponds to the thir
rotational excitation in a three flavor system. Treat
the known N(1710) resonance as a member of the a
decuplet, Diakonov, Petrov, and Polyakov [8] deriv
a mass of 1530 MeV and a width of less than 15 M
for this exotic baryon, since named theΘ+. It corre-
sponds to auudds̄ configuration, and decays throug
the channelsΘ+ → pK0 ornK+. However, measure
ments ofK+ scattering on proton and deuteron targ
showed no evidence [9] for strange baryon resonan
and appear to limit the width to remarkably small v
ues of order an MeV. Presumably, the difficulty
experiments with kaon beams so close to thresh
severely limited the sensitivity to such narrow ex
tations. In a recent review of this subject [10], an e
E-mail address: elke@hermes.le.desy.de (E.C. Aschenauer,
perimental search by means of electro-production
suggested.
Experimental evidence for an exotic baryon fi
came recently [11] from the observation of a narr
resonance at 1540± 10(syst) MeV in theK− missing
mass spectrum for theγ n → K+K−n reaction on
12C. The decay mode corresponds to aS = +1
resonance and signals an exotic pentaquark state
quark content (uudds̄). Confirmation came quickly
from a series of experiments, with the observation
sharp peaks [12–16] in thenK+ andpK0S invariant
mass spectra near 1540 MeV, in each case with a w
limited by the experimental resolution. The failu
to observe a correspondingΘ++ peak in thepK+
invariant mass spectrum in some of these experim
[13,14] was taken to suggest that the state is an iso
singlet.
Alternative theoretical explanations have been p
posed recently to explain this new exotic state.
one model, theΘ is described as an isotensor pe
taquark [17], so that the narrow width results from
isospin-violating strong decay. A search for the de
of the isospin partners such as theΘ++(uuuds̄) can
provide a strong test of this idea. In a second in
pretation, Karliner and Lipkin have developed a cl
ter model using a diquark–triquark configuration [1
in which theΘ+ is also a positive-parity isosingle
member of an anti-decuplet. Thirdly, using a mo
based on the strong color-spin correlation force, J
and Wilczek [19] propose that theΘ+ consists of two
highly correlatedud pairs coupled to an̄s. In their pic-
ture the positive-parity isosingletΘ+ lies at the apex
of an nearly-ideally mixed SU(3)f 8f ⊕ 10f multiplet.
The narrowness of the 1530 MeV state is attribute
the relatively weak coupling of the kaon-nucleon co
tinuum to the pentaquark[ud]2s̄ configuration.
The baryon states at the bottom two vertices of
anti-decuplet must also be manifestly exotic. Stro
evidence in support of the baryon decuplet comes f
the reported observation of an exoticS = −2,Q= −2
baryon resonance in proton–proton collisions at
√
s =
17.2 GeV at the CERN SPS [20]. A narrow peak
a mass of about 1862 MeV in theΞ−π− invariant
mass spectrum is proposed as a candidate for







































































undpredicted exoticΞ−−3/2 baryon withS = −2, I = 3/2
and a quark content of (dsdsū). At the same mass
a peak is observed that is a candidate for theΞ03/2
member of this isospin quartet. The correspond
anti-baryon spectra show enhancements at the s
invariant mass. This observed mass of 1862 MeV f
between the predictions of Refs. [8] and [19], althou
closer to the latter. Also, the positive parity for theΘ+
predicted by these models contrasts with the nega
parity suggested by the first lattice results [21,22]. T
general theoretical situation is still quite unsettled.
This Letter presents the results of a search for
Θ+ in quasi-real photoproduction on deuterium.
addition to corroborating some features of the s
measured previously, the data reported here pro
more restrictive information related to its mass a
isospin. The data were obtained by the HERM
experiment with the 27.6 GeV positron beam of t
HERA storage ring at DESY. Stored beam curre
ranged from 9 to 45 mA. An integrated luminosity
250 pb−1 was collected on a longitudinally polarize
deuterium gas target. The yields were summed o
two spin orientations.
The HERMES spectrometer [23] consists of tw
identical halves located above and below the posi
beam pipe, and has an angular acceptance of±170
mrad horizontally, and±(40–140) mrad vertically
The trigger was formed by either a coincidence
tween scintillating hodoscopes, a preshower dete
and a lead-glass calorimeter, or a coincidence betw
three scintillating hodoscopes and two tracking plan
requiring that at least one charged track appear
each of the detector halves of the spectrometer.
The analysis searched for inclusive photoprod
tion of theΘ+ followed by the decayΘ+ → pK0S →
pπ+π−. Events selected contained at least th
tracks: two oppositely charged pions in coinciden
with one proton. Identification of charged pions a
protons was accomplished with a Ring-ImagingČe-
renkov (RICH) detector [24] which provides sepa
tion of pions, kaons and protons over most of the ki
matic acceptance of the spectrometer. The RICH id
tification efficiencies and cross contaminations h
been determined in a limited kinematic domain us
known particle species from identified resonance
cays. However, because the RICH performance is
sitive to event topology, it was essential to determ
these efficiencies and contaminations for pionsprotons under conditions as close as possible to th
of the present measurement. This was accomplis
by means of a Monte Carlo simulation based on
PYTHIA 6 generator discussed below. Events with
relevant topology were used to determine these p
meters as a function of particle momentum. The d
from the simulation indicated that cross contami
tions would be negligible if protons were restrict
to a momentum range of 4–9 GeV/c and pions to a
range of 1–15 GeV/c, the kinematic restrictions sub
sequently used in the analysis.
The event selection included constraints on
event topology to maximize the yield of theK0S
peak in theMπ+π− spectrum while minimizing its
background. However, no constraints were optimi
to increase the significance of the signal visible in
final Mpπ+π− spectrum, as such optimization wou
have produced a spectrum to which standard statis
tests do not apply. Based on the intrinsic track
resolution, the required event topology included
minimum distance of approach between the two p
tracks less than 1 cm (the midpoint of which is defin
as theK0S decay vertex), a minimum distance
approach between the proton and reconstructedK0S
tracks less than 6 mm (the midpoint of which
defined as the production vertex), a radial distanc
the production vertex from the positron beam axis l
than 4 mm, az coordinate of the production verte
within the ±20 cm long target cell of−18 cm<
z < +18 cm along the beam direction, and aK0S
decay length (separation of production andK0S decay
vertices) greater than 7 cm. To suppress contamina
from the Λ(1116) hyperon, events were rejecte
where the invariant massMpπ− fell within 2σ of the
nominalΛ mass, whereσ = 2.6 MeV is the apparen
width of theΛ peak observed in this experiment.
The resulting invariantMπ+π− spectrum is shown
in Fig. 1. The position of theK0S peak is within 1 MeV
of the expected value of 497.7 ± 0.03 MeV [25].
To search for theΘ+, events were selected with
Mπ+π− invariant mass within±2σ about the centroid
of theK0S peak. The resulting spectrum of the invaria
mass of thepπ+π− system is displayed in Fig. 2
A narrow peak is observed. There is no kno
positively charged strangeness-containing baryon
this mass region (other than theΘ+) that could
account for the observed peak. Also, theMpπ+π−
spectrum corresponding to the sideband backgro




































ughFig. 1. Invariant mass distribution of two oppositely charged pio
subject to the constraints in event topology discussed in the
A window corresponding to±2σ is shown by the vertical lines.
adjacent to theK0S peak in Fig. 1 was found to b
featureless.
The non-resonant contribution to the spectr
was estimated by means of a simulation using
version of the PYTHIA 6 code [26] tuned for HERMES
kinematics [27]. This event generator contains
resonances in the mass range of Fig. 2(a) that de
in thepK0S channel. The resulting simulated spectru
is shown in Fig. 2(a) as the gray hatched histogr
The statistical precision of the present study is limi
by the rare topology of the events selected. Trig
inefficiencies were not included in the simulatio
but are believed to be small. The simulated spect
falls below the data at high invariant mass wh
Σ∗+ resonances are known to exist [25]. Therefo
if PYTHIA 6 is assumed to be capable of describ
the shape of the non-resonant contribution, it can
concluded that there is substantial resonant stre
distributed over the high-mass portion of the spectr
At the position of the observed peak in the da
no corresponding structure appears in the simula
spectrum.
In order to determine the centroid, width and s
nificance of the peak observed in Fig. 2, three diff
ent models for the background were explored. For
first model, the PYTHIA 6 simulation is taken to repre
sent the non-resonant background, and the remaiFig. 2. Distribution in invariant mass of thepπ+π− system subjec
to various constraints described in the text. The experimental
are represented by the filled circles with statistical error bars, w
the fitted smooth curves result in the indicated position andσ
width of the peak of interest. In panel (a), the PYTHIA 6 Monte
Carlo simulation is represented by the gray shaded histog
the mixed-event model normalised to the PYTHIA 6 simulation is
represented by the fine-binned histogram, and the fitted curv
described in the text. In panel (b), a fit to the data of a Gaus
plus a third-order polynomial is shown.
strength in the spectrum is attributed to a combina
of known broad resonances and a new structure
1.53 GeV. For the second model, it is assumed
the non-resonant background involves a large eno
typical multiplicity that the 4-momenta of theK0S and




Mass values and experimental widths, with their statistical and systematic uncertainties, for theΘ+ from the two fits, labelled by a and b
shown in the corresponding panels of Fig. 2. Rows a′ and b′ are based on the same background models as rows a and b respectively
different mass reconstruction expression that is expected to result in better resolution. Also shown are the number of events in the pNs and
the backgroundNb , both evaluated from the functions fitted to the mass distribution, and the results for the naive significanceN2σs /
√
N2σb and
realistic significanceNs/δNs . The systematic uncertainties are common (correlated) between rows of the table
Θ+ mass FWHM N2σs N2σb Naive Total Signif.
[MeV] [MeV] in ±2σ in ±2σ signif. Ns ± δNs
a 1527.0± 2.3± 2.1 22± 5± 2 74 145 6.1σ 78± 18 4.3σ
a′ 1527.0± 2.5± 2.1 24± 5± 2 79 158 6.3σ 83± 20 4.2σ
b 1528.0± 2.6± 2.1 19± 5± 2 56 144 4.7σ 59± 16 3.7σ



















































am-proton are largely uncorrelated. In this case, this ba
ground can be simulated by combining from differe
events a kaon and proton that satisfy the same k
matical requirements as the tracks taken from sin
events in the main analysis. Since resonances are
cally visible only as rare correlations between their
cay particles, their contributions will be relatively su
pressed in this method. Fig. 2(a) shows that this pro
dure yields a shape that is very similar to that from
PYTHIA 6 simulation, within the available statistic
By fitting a polynomial to the mixed-event backgrou
normalized to the PYTHIA 6 simulation, and then fit
ting this polynomial together with the amplitudes
peaks for six knownΣ∗+ resonances in the mass ran
shown in Fig. 2 (dotted curves), plus all parameter
a narrow Gaussian (dashed curve) for the peak o
terest, a good description of the entire spectrum is
tained. This procedure is intended to demonstrate
the background is consistent with known informatio
The includedΣ∗+ resonances were assigned fix
values ofM = 1480 MeV withΓ = 55 MeV (PDG
status= *), M = 1560 MeV withΓ = 47 MeV (**),
M = 1580 MeV withΓ = 13 MeV (**), M = 1620
and 1660 MeV withΓ = 100 MeV (***), and M =
1670 MeV withΓ = 60 MeV (****) [25]. Each in-
trinsic Breit–Wigner width was taken as the midpo
of the range of listed measurements, and was then
mented by an instrumental resolution of FWHM=
14.3 MeV added in quadrature. Since theΣ+(1580)
has a width smaller than the instrumental resolut
it was taken to be Gaussian withσ = 8.9 MeV. The
numerical results of the fit are given in row a of T
ble 1. In addition, row a′ shows the result of applyin
the same method to a mass spectrum based on a
pression that is expected to provide an instrume-
-
















is taken from the PDG [25]. The third ap
proach is based on the hypothesis that all of the ba
ground strength in the observed spectrum (apart f
the narrow peak) can be described by a slowly va
ing function that extends under the feature of inter
Hence, the spectrum was fit with a Gaussian plu
polynomial. The appropriate degree of the polynom
used in the fit was determined by comparing res
using orthonormal Chebyshev polynomials of vario
degrees. The curve shown in Fig. 2(b) results from
fit with a third-order polynomial, and rows b and b′ of
Table 1 gives the numerical values from so fitting
two spectra corresponding to rows a and a′.
More specifically, Table 1 compares the resu
from the two fits for the centroid of the peak of inte
est, its width and the statistical significance accord
to two different prescriptions discussed below. The
sulting values for the centroid are found to be con
tent, while the width and significance depend on
method chosen to describe the remaining strengt
the spectrum. Table 1 also lists for both fits the nu
ber of events given by the fitted function for the pe
of interest (N2σs ) as well as for the background (N
2σ
b ),
in the invariant mass interval corresponding to±2σ .
The full areaNs of the Gaussian fitted to the peak
interest is also given with its uncertainty from the
This area itself, together with the width, were chos
to be explicit fit parameters to avoid the effect on
uncertainty in the area of correlations between the































































nsplitude and the width or background parameters. Al
these results are from unbinned maximum likeliho
fits [28] to the original event distributions, as it w
found that the results of fitting the histograms sho
in Fig. 2 can be sensitive to the choice of bin size
starting offset.
Several alternative expressions for the significa
of the peak observed in Fig. 2 were considered.
first expression is the naive estimatorN2σs /
√
N2σb
used in Refs. [11–16]. The corresponding resul
listed in Table 1. Because this statistic neglects
uncertainty in the background fit, it overestimates
significance of the peak [29]. A second estima
that was used in the analysis presented in Ref. [
N2σs /
√
N2σs +N2σb , gives a somewhat lower valu
but may still underestimate the background unc
tainty. A third estimate of the significance is given
Ns/δNs , whereNs is now the full area of the pea
from the fit andδNs is its fully correlated uncertainty
This ratio measures how far the peak is away from z
in units of its own standard deviation. All correlat
uncertainties from the fit, including those of the bac
ground parameters, are accounted for inδNs . The re-
sults obtained with this expression are also given
Table 1.
The systematic uncertainty of the mass of the s
observed in Fig. 2 is estimated to be±2.1 MeV
by adding in quadrature a contribution of 1 Me
to account for the effect of using different spectru
analysis methods (cf. Table 1) plus a contribution
1.9 MeV from the precision with which the spe
trometer can reproduce known particle masses (cf.
ble 2). The 1.9 MeV contribution to the systematic u
certainty accounts for both the discrepancies from
PDG [25] mass values and the statistical precision
their fits. As an example, theΛ(1520) mass peak fit-
ted with a Gaussian with free width convoluted w
a Breit–Wigner form with its width fixed at the PD
value [25] is shown in theMpK− spectrum of Fig. 3
The event selection for the spectra in this figure is
same as for thepK0S analysis, except the reconstruct
K0S track is replaced by that of the observed char
kaon, which is required to have a minimum mome
tum of 3 GeV.
The mass values reported to date for theΘ+ state
by other experiments are compared to the pre
results in Fig. 4, and listed in Table 3. The systemaFig. 3. Spectra of invariant massMpK− (top) andMpK+ (bottom).
A clear peak is seen for theΛ(1520) in theMpK− invariant mass
distribution. However, no peak structure is seen for the hypothe
Θ++ in theMpK+ invariant mass distribution near 1.53 GeV.
uncertainties of the DIANA and ITEP measureme
were taken to be±3 MeV in the absence of explic
values quoted in the corresponding papers [12,15]
fitting the data with a constant, a reducedχ2 value
of 12.41/6 is found, corresponding to a confiden
level of 0.053 as defined in the PDG [25]. T
weighted average [25] of the masses observed in
experiments is 1536.2±2.6 MeV, which is represente
by the shaded band in Fig. 4. In evaluating t
average mass value, the quadratic sum of the statis
and systematic uncertainties of all measurements
taken into account. The uncertainty of the aver
was scaled by the usual factor of square root of
reducedχ2.
Since no realistic model for the photoproduction
exotic baryons at this experiment’s energy is prese
available, a “toy Monte Carlo” was produced to stu
the constraints imposed on the decay products by
kinematics and acceptance. It generates parent p
cles with specified mass and width, at vertices dist
uted according to the HERMES target gas profile. T
generated events were then passed to a full sim
tion of the spectrometer that included the performa
of the RICH. The unknown kinematic distribution
the parent in transverse momentumPt was taken to
be Gaussian with a width ofσ = 0.4 GeV, which is
typical of intrinsic transverse momentum of parto




Masses and widths of observed invariant mass peaks for four known particles, compared to the known masses [25] and the width
from a Monte Carlo simulation of the spectrometer. (The widths for theΞ−(1321) are from mass-difference spectra.) TheΛ(1520) peak of
Fig. 3 was fitted with a Gaussian folded with a Breit–Wigner form whoseΓ width was fixed at the PDG value (15.6 MeV). The uncertain
in the resulting mass and Gaussianσ width were inflated by the factor
√
χ2/Ndof. In the last row,Pcm is the momentum of each decay produ
in the rest frame of the decaying particle
K0S → π+π− Λ(1116)→ pπ− Λ(1520)→ pK− Ξ−(1321)→ pπ−π−
Observed mass [MeV] 496.8± 0.2 1115.70± 0.01 1522.7± 1.9 1321.5± 0.3
PDG Mass [MeV] 497.67 1115.68 1519.5± 1.0 1321.31±0.13
σ width (data) [MeV] 6.2± 0.2 2.6± 0.1 4.4± 3.7 3.1± 0.3
σ width (MC) [MeV] 5.4 2.1 3.5 2.5





































g.Fig. 4. Mass values and experimental FWHM widths observe
various experiments for theΘ+ state. The inner error bars represe
the statistical uncertainties, and the outer error bars repre
the quadratic sum of the statistical and systematic uncertain
(Some uncertainties for the widths are not available from the o
experiments.) The hatched area corresponds to the weighted av
of all data±1 standard deviation.
or transverse momentum induced by the fragme
tion process, and also corresponds to the root-m
square value of the transverse momentum distribu
ofΛ(1116) andΛ̄ hyperons that are observed at HE
MES. The simulated acceptance was found to be fa
insensitive to this parameter. The longitudinal mom
tumPz was assigned a monotonically falling distrib
tion similar to what has been observed forΛ hyperons
at HERMES. The acceptance for thepK± final state
is insensitive to this choice, but this is not the case
thepπ+π− final state, where drastically different ae
sumptions can result in a factor of two change in
acceptance. The full widthΓ of theΘ+ was chosen to
be 2 MeV, according to the limit recently derived fro
a review ofKN phase shift analyses [9]. The effect
such an intrinsic width is small compared to that of
spectrometer resolution, which was found in this s
ulation to beσ = 6.2 MeV in Mpπ+π− , or 4.3 MeV
in M ′
pK0S
of Eq. (1). These values are assigned a s
tematic uncertainty of±1 MeV, based on the level o
agreement between observed and simulated width
four known particles, as shown in Table 2.
The width of the peak of interest in Fig. 2, give
in Table 1, is somewhat larger than the instrume
resolution derived from the simulation. An attem
was made to repeat the fits of Table 1 using for
peak of interest a Breit–Wigner form convoluted w
a Gaussian whose width was fixed at the simula
resolution.1 The resulting mass values are consist
with those given in Table 1, and the resulting values
the intrinsic width areΓ = 12±9(stat)±3(syst)MeV
in case a of Table 1,Γ = 20± 8(stat)± 3(syst) MeV
in case a′, Γ = 8 ± 8(stat) ± 3(syst) MeV in case
b, andΓ = 13 ± 9(stat) ± 3(syst) MeV in case b′.
The systematic uncertainties here correspond onl
the δσ = ±1 MeV uncertainty in the instrumenta
resolution, which was discussed above.
In view of the speculation that the observed re
nance is isotensor [17], the possibility that theΘ++
partner is present in theMpK+ spectrum was explored
Although Fig. 3 shows a clear peak for theΛ(1520) in
theMpK− invariant mass spectrum, there is no pe
structure observed in theMpK+ invariant mass distri
1 The software tool RooVoigtian was used, for unbinned fittin






























































Mass values and experimental widths for theΘ+ state as observe
in the various experiments. The present result is also lis
In calculating the weighted average of the data, the system
uncertainties of DIANA and ITEP are taken to be±3 MeV
Experiment Θ+ mass FWHM Ref.
(MeV) (MeV)
SPring8 1540± 10± 5 25 [11]
DIANA 1539± 2± “few” 9 [12]
CLAS (d) 1542± 2± 5 21 [13]
SAPHIR 1540± 4± 2 25 [14]
ITEP (ν’s) 1533± 5 20 [15]
CLAS (p) 1555± 1± 10 26± 7 [16]
HERMES 1528± 2.6± 2.1 19±5±2
World average 1536.2 ± 2.6
bution. From a fit (curve in Fig. 3) of theMpK+ dis-
tribution using a free polynomial plus a Gaussian w
the fixed location (±5 MeV) from the fit in Fig. 2(b)
and a fixed width corresponding to the simulated p
width of σ = 4.5 MeV in this decay channel, th
Gaussian area for a hypotheticalΘ++ peak is found to
be−40± 30 events. This result is robust against va
ing the order of the polynomial background. It cor
sponds to an upper limit of zero counts at the 9
confidence level.
The failure to observe aΘ++ suggests that th
Θ is likely to be isoscalar. However, in the situati
more probable at lower beam energy that theΘ is pro-
duced only via the exclusive reactionγ +p→Θ+K
without any other hadrons in the final state, the f
lowing limitations would apply to deductions abo
its isospin. Under the assumption of isospin symm
try, selection rules limit the transition amplitude f
forming a tensorΘ to a single reduced matrix eleme
for an isovector transition. In this case, production
theΘ++ and theΘ+ are expected to have compar
ble strength, and the failure to observe theΘ++ rules
out the I = 2 assignment. Production of an isove
tor Θ would arise from a sum of three reduced a
plitudes with unknown magnitudes and phases. W
only model-dependent values for these amplitudes
precise statement can be made about the relative y
of theΘ++ andΘ+. However, because a nearly com
plete cancellation is improbable, the failure to obse
theΘ++ indicates that an isovectorΘ is unlikely.
Estimates of the spectrometer acceptance time
ficiency from the toy Monte Carlo simulation cabe used to estimate some cross sections. Using
assumptions about the initial kinematic distributi
described above and assuming that the decay
gle distribution is flat, these acceptances were e
mated to be 1.5% for bothΛ(1520) → pK− and
Θ++ → pK+, and 0.05% forΘ+ → pK0S . Taking the
branching fraction of theΘ+ topK0S to be(1/2)(1/2)
(to account for competition with both thenK+ chan-
nel andK0L), the cross section for its photoprodu
tion is found to range from about 100 to 220
±25%(stat), depending on the model for the ba
ground and the functional form fitted to the peak. T
cross section for photoproduction of theΛ(1520) is
found to be 62± 11(stat) nb. Hence, the ratio of th
Θ+ cross section to that for theΛ(1520) is found to
lie between 1.6 and 3.5. All of these estimates are s
ject to an additional factor of two uncertainty, to a
count for the assumptions about the kinematic dist
ution of the parents used in the simulation as explai
above, and neglected trigger inefficiencies.
In conclusion, evidence has been obtained in qu
real photoproduction on a deuterium target for a n
row baryon state in thepK0S invariant mass spec
trum at 1528± 2.6(stat)± 2.1(syst) MeV. Depending
on the background model, the width of the obser
peak may be larger than the experimental resolutio
σ = 4.3–6.2 MeV. Fitting the peak with a convolutio
of a Breit–Wigner shape with a Gaussian repres
ing the simulated instrumental resolution yields an
tracted intrinsic widthΓ = 17±9(stat)±3(syst) MeV
(the average of the results from cases a′ and b′ of
Table 1). The significance of the observed state
pressed asN2σs /
√
N2σb ranges from 4.2σ to 6.3σ , and
expressed asNs/δNs ranges from 3.4σ to 4.3σ , again
depending on the model for the background. This
servation provides further evidence for the existe
of a narrow baryon state with|S| = 1 and a mass in
the region where such a feature was observed by
lier experiments. Formally, the difference between
value for the mass derived here and that from the o
experiments reduces the confidence level of the c
bined fit to all mass data from 0.57 to 0.053, a va
still typical for well-established particles [25]. The
is no identifiedΣ∗+ state withS = −1 in the invariant
mass region between 1500 and 1550 MeV. Theref
the state observed here may be interpreted as the
dicted exoticΘ+ pentaquarkS = +1 baryon. The ab
sence of a corresponding signal in thepK+ invariant






































ics,mass spectrum indicates that the observedΘ+ is not
isotensor and is probably an isosinglet.
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